BLUER THAN BLUE
Charles Randolph "Randy" Goodrum

SONG SHEET NOTES
I derived the chord positions shown by watching various videos of Michael Johnson performing of this song.
In some instances, due to my level of talent being far below that of Mr. Johnson, I may have consciously altered chords to
make for easier playing.
I cannot contend that what is shown is how the original was played. It should also be noted that, from what I’ve seen,
Michael Johnson did not necessarily play a song the same way every time.
Not having the patience or time to write tablature so it is up to each player to figure out what the picking hand is to do.
It is my hope that, at the least, this document could serve as a starting point for someone wanting to play the wonderful
songs that Michael Johnson gave to us.
Sincerely,
Paul Ashley
Lpa53@yahoo.com
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INTRO

1.
2.

After you go I can catch up on my reading
After you go I'll have a lot more room in my clo

1.
2.

After you go I'll have a lot more time for sleepin'
After you go I'll stay out all night long if I feel

1.
2.

And when you're
And when you're

-

set

like

it

gone looks like things are gonna be a lot easier
gone I can run through the house screamin'

(1
) (2
Life will be a breeze you know.
And no one will ever
hear me.

1.
2.

)
I really
I really

should be glad,
should be glad

but I’m
but I’m

CHORUS

Bluer than blue,

Sadder than sad

You're the only light this empty

room has ever had.

Bluer (2nd time to Bridge) than blue

Life without you is gonna

(2nd: bluer

than) (1st to V2) (2nd to CODA)

BRIDGE

I don't have to miss no TV shows. I can start my whole life over

Change the numbers on my telephone, but the nights will sure be colder

and I’m (to Chorus)

CODA

blue.

Blu

-

er

than

be

blue.
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After you go, I can catch up on my reading

After you go, I'll have a lot more room in my closet

After you go, I'll have a lot more time for sleeping

After you go, I'll stay out all night long if I feel like it

And when you're gone,
looks like things are gonna be a lot easier

And when you're gone
I can run through the house screaming

Life will be a breeze, you know

And no one will ever hear me

I really should be glad
But I'm bluer than blue, sadder than sad
You're the only light this empty room has ever had
Life without you is gonna be
Bluer than blue

I really should be glad
But I'm bluer than blue, sadder than sad
You're the only light this empty room has ever had
Life without you is gonna be
Bluer than blue

